Abstract. Although a rhetoric of sustainability is now widely used by government, nongovernmental organisations, and business in addressing the public, there is no evidence of a broad shift of behaviour in response to it. Yet most sustainability programmes at international, national, and local levels require broad public participation if they are to reach their goals. We argue that organisational communication with the public is central to defining the form of participation that is expected, and that rhetorical analysis can show relationships that are implicit in these attempts to persuade. We analyse leaflets from a range of organisations to identify some of the elements that are common between them, both in their explicit content and their implied models of participation. Then we analyse the responses in focus groups to these common appeals. Our findings show that the generalised appeals and the rhetoric of crisis tend to distance policy organisations from the immediacy and dailiness of the public's own experiences of and talk about the environment. Because of this distance, the rhetoric does little to encourage participation and practical action.
Since the Rio summit and other international meetings of the early 1990s, government agencies, nongovernmental organisations (NGOs), and businesses have used a rhetoric of sustainable development. This rhetoric acknowledges the need to consider constraints on the pursuit of development, and calls for a major shift in the relations between society and the environment (DoE, 1994a; LGMB, 1993; UNCED, 1992; WCED, 1987) . One definition frequently used is that of the Brundtland Report:
"Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (WCED, 1987, page 43 ). There have been many varying statements of sustainable development; policy analysts have repeatedly highlighted the complexities and contradictions in its various strands (Jacobs, 1991; Lele, 1991; Owens, 1994; Redclift, 1993; Wagle, 1993) . A recurrent theme is that sustainability deals not only with defining the principles of development of a future world, but with the ways these principles are to be put into action.
One key element of sustainability and sustainable development is a call for broad participation, by including the widest possible representation in policy forums, developing a consensus around national and local government initiatives, communicating new initiatives to the public, and encouraging a sense of individual responsibility for actions. In earlier conceptions of environmental protection (such as those underlying smoke abatement and effluent control), change could be imposed from the top down, by negotiation between government regulators and industrial managers (see Hajer, 1995 on the UK case). There was little concern then with communicating the policy to the public, listening to what they might say in response, or influencing the actions of each individual. But official reports now present a sustainable world as requiring the participation of everyone, in providing knowledge, making decisions, and changing their daily routines (Holmberg et al, 1993; Jacobs, 1997; Redclift, 1993) . Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration states:
"Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens" (UNCED, 1992) . Similarly, the introduction to a recent report on Indicators of Sustainable Development for the United Kingdom links communication, participation, and individual action:
"We hope ... to bring home the main messages, not just to government and policy makers but to businesses and individuals. We need to ensure that we consider how our own actions have an effect on the environment" (DoE, 1996, page iii) . Thus the organisations promoting sustainability have committed themselves to major programmes of communication, aimed at involving a broad range of members and representatives of the public. In the United Kingdom these programmes include attitude surveys (see DoE, 1994b; Worcester, 1994) , new forums for the development of indicators (DoE, 1996; LGMB, 1993; Macnaghten and Jacobs, 1997) , and publicity campaigns such as 'Going for Green'. But there has been little qualitative research into the way these programmes interact with everyday talk and daily life (a notable exception is Hinchliffe, 1996) .
These campaigns in support of sustainability are based on assumptions about what people think about the environment, their communities, the organisations addressing them, and their own capacities for action. If these assumptions are wrong, considerable efforts are likely to be wasted, or even counterproductive. In this paper we analyse the assumptions involved in communication programmes, and analyse specific attempts by organisations to enrol members of the public in action towards sustainability, paying particular attention to the persuasive use of language. To understand the model of participation offered, we have to look, not only at what these organisations say, but at how they say it, not only at what information people receive, but at how they respond.
Rhetorical analysis
We have noted that there has been a lively debate about just what form public participation in sustainability might take. But much of it has focused on the political institutions of international or local participation, the mechanisms for consultation and empowerment, with little attention to the processes of communication and persuasion that are necessary for any participation to take place. Thus the discussion remains at a level of abstraction at which the tensions within the public understanding of sustainability can be glossed over, and the complex contexts of responses can be simplified and generalised.
Underlying most attempts at promoting participation in sustainability is an implicit model of communication as information transfer between an organisation and the public (for instance, see DoE, 1994b; Worcester, 1994) . In this model, the transfer can fail if: People are unaware of the nature of the threat. People are aware, but the messages are insufficiently clear and simple. The messages are clear and simple, but people do not recognise that the threats concern them. People are aware the threats concern them, but have lost faith in the institutions through which the information comes and through which any action must be channelled. People see the action that must take place, but lack a sense of personal responsibility. In this information-transfer model, communication is seen as flowing in one direction, and the process of communication is taken as unproblematic, given the proper medium and sufficient resources. The model assumes scientific realism, in which environmental problems are 'out there* objectively for all to see [contrast this view with that of I lealey and Shaw, (1994) ]. It assumes instrumentalism, in which people will act when they see the problems, and the role of communication is to draw attention to them.
We contrast this one-way model with one based in rhetoric, "the faculty of observing in a given case the available means of persuasion* 1 (Aristotle* 1954, page 24) . Such an approach starts with the rhetorical situation (Bitzcr, 1968) : that is, Ihe context of things, people, and relationships in which persuasive discourse can have an effect on people's decisions and actions. We should stress that this use of the term 'rhetoric' is different from that usually used in political debate. Discussions of the 'rhetoric' of sustainability usually take it as empty talk, to be contrasted with the 'reality' of institutions, interests, and action. But rhetoric, in this broader view, is an understanding of audiences and forms, of the constraints that form the basis of any persuasion. Effective rhetoric is a precondition, not an alternative, to environmental action.
A rhetorical approach recognises that communication is multidimensional, not just carrying information from source to receiver, but setting off a complex web of interactions. It need not assume realism; it studies how the persuader establishes that there is a problem. Thus it can build on cpistemological critiques showing the construetedness of 'natures' (for references, sec Macnaghtcn and Urry, 1997) . It need not assume instrumentalism; it focuses attention on how people relate perceived threats to their daily lives, interpret messages as ambiguous, evaluate messages in terms of their source, and trace out competing notions of responsibility. These responses define the arena in which an organisation must intervene if it is to promote participation in its policies.
Some might consider the texts we analyse to be 'just rhetoric', a matter of conventional form, not conceptual content. In interviews, the publicity managers from the organisations involved sometimes explained their choices of similar language and pictures in terms of a shared knowledge of what worked rhetorically, conventional devices such as hopeful messages, pictures of children, trees. But we will argue that the consensus was not just about the textual surface, 'just rhetoric'; these very diverse organisations were also drawing on a shared language for the environmental agenda as endorsed by states, corporations, and organisations at the Rio summit, and a shared sense of how this agenda positions people. We return to this relation between the slogans, policies, and reception of sustainability in the conclusion.
Methods
In our study we analysed specific texts, selected key passages for focus-group discussion, and considered responses to these passages and to the assumptions about participation and persuasion implied in them. We collected a set of twenty leaflets that were in circulation in 1993 and 1994, all aimed at encouraging some form of participation in actions related to sustainability, whether turning down a thermostat, joining a demonstration, or sending money (table 1, see over). To explore the broad range of sustainability rhetoric, we included leaflets from government agencies such as the UK government's Energy Efficiency Office, businesses such as the Co-operative Bank, and campaigning organisations such as Friends of the Earth (FoE). We included organisations such as Greenpeace that do not endorse the agenda of sustainable development, because we assumed (as we indeed found) that they might draw on some parts of the rhetoric of sustainability. We interviewed people at the publicity offices of these organisations, to ask them about how these texts were related to their organisational strategies.
We analysed the texts by identifying arguments for action that were made in general form, whether stated in the written text or implied in illustrations. Usually these "Nature never did betray the heart that 1994 loved her" "Don't worry about the environment, 1994 our children will cope ..." "How long does it take to destroy a 1994 thriving rainforest?" "Look forward to the future" 1994 "Thank God someone's making waves" 1992 "Who's behind Greenpeace?" 1993 Local authorities leaflet nd "And then there were ... none?" nd "Farming for the environment" nd "Community or concrete?" 1993 "But why women?" nd "Wake up to what you can do for 1993 the environment" "Helping the earth begins at home" 1992 "Do's and don'ts that save you money 1994 on your fuel bills" "Go green for good" 1992 arguments were summarised in one sentence, in present tense, with general reference, near the beginning or the end of a leaflet or a page. The form and classification of such general and recurring arguments, called commonplaces, have been among the central concerns of classical and modern rhetoric; we discuss them further in the next section. We focused on those arguments that occurred in more than one leaflet. These were categorised under eight headings: four headings drawn from key policy documents on sustainability (two of these categories are discussed in detail in the next section), and four dealing with the key components of this rhetorical situation (the organisation that issued the leaflet, the reader, other people, and the action called for). Thus the list of commonplaces included both some specific to this field and some found in almost any persuasive communication. We do not argue that these are the only commonplaces that could be found in these texts, but their occurrence in such a wide range of leaflets and their resonance for audiences suggests they play a central part in the rhetoric of sustainability, and are a useful tool in applying textual analysis to policy processes.
Analysis of the leaflets, however detailed, does not tell us how audiences interpret these messages and whether they do or do not act on them. Audiences actively construct texts (Thompson, 1995) ; for instance, a statement linking environmental improvement to declining employment will be interpreted differently in different situations, and in the context of different arguments. Focus groups are one method that has been widely used in studying active audience response to media texts (for recent reviews see Kitzingcr, 1994; MacGrcgor and Morrison, 1995) . Though focus groups cannot reproduce the immediate situation in which a reader picks \ip a leaflet from a counter or receives it in the post, they can elicit informal talk about and around key arguments in the leaflets. Because sustatnability arguments crucially involve relations to other members of a community, and relations between that community and others, focus groups provide a richer and more valid response than would individual interviews or surveys. The discussions not only tell us how people respond to particular arguments, but also how they link the language of the leaflets to the language of their own discussions.
Eight focus groups of eight participants each were recruited, four in the northwest of England and four in the southeast. The groups were designed to have characteristics from a range of social categories (gender, age, socioeconomic class, urban or rural residence, children at home or not) but our analysis here does not draw directly on these differences, so we refer to the groups only by place names (for group specifications and topic guide, see Macnaghten ct al, 1995) . Each group met once, for two hours, following the same topic guide; discussions were recorded and transcribed, and the transcripts checked against the tape by another transcriber. Transcripts were coded according to the list of commonplaces derived from the textual analysis.
Organisations might criticise the decontextualisation involved in this method, and argue that the meanings of their statements are clear enough (and different enough from those of other organisations) when the reader has the whole leaflet and knows its source. The decontextualisation is of two kinds: the sentence is taken out of the whole text, and the unattributed text is taken out of the situation in which it would be read. But we have found that a similar process of decontextualisation is part of the way sustainability is reproduced in policy documents. Key definitions are quoted from document to document, organisation to organisation, and the definitions continue to work because they are both ambiguous and abstract until they are tied to particular actions. Similarly, we will find in the section on focus groups that our methodological processes of decontextualisation have parallels in the ways people ordinarily receive and respond to the rhetoric of sustainability. They recognise the decontextualised form of such general statements, and their evaluations are concerned with the links between the commonplaces and the specifics, and with the different meanings a commonplace would have as attributed to this or that organisation. In practice, then, the relevant context of a commonplace is always an issue, not a given.
Commonplaces and ambiguities in environmental leaflets
What can leaflets tell us about the forms of sustainability rhetoric communicated to the public? Organisations deliver environmental messages through many media: television commercials and T-shirts, newspaper advertisements and shopping bags, demonstrations and corporate annual reports, web sites and coffee mugs, books and banners. Sustainability messages are seen most clearly, though, in leaflets, perhaps because these messages require a complex argument, and people willing to give them some time. Leaflets are a medium aimed at people who have already made some commitment to following up the message, either by sending off for information or by picking the leaflet up off the shop counter or doormat. Thus leaflets are a key medium for the organisations we studied. And they are a useful source for us because they are comparable across a wide range of organisations: they have a similar format, combining words and pictures, and are usually intended to stand alone, and to move the reader to some action (whether sending money, coming to a demonstration, or asking for further information).
The first thing that strikes a reader of these leaflets is not the diversity of sources and aims but the apparent similarity of their arguments. This in itself is not surprising; analysts of any sort of rhetoric-political speeches, sermons, soap advertisements, market pitches-have often found a small number of key formats and arguments in a wide range of texts. Discourse analysts, whatever their theoretical starting point, typically use middle-level categories to link high-level social concepts (such as scientific knowledge, disease, racism, or sustainability) to the enormously rich and complex details of written or spoken texts. In environmental discourse, Hajer (1995) analyses entities he calls 'storylines' to relate the diverse texts of environmental policymakers to the broad changes in institutions (for example, the emergence of 'ecological modernisation'). Hoijer (1990) uses the category of 'subthemes' in her analysis of responses to a television documentary programme about acid rain. Other analysts use such terms as 'narratives', 'metaphors', or 'folk models'. In each case the middle-level category connects a few general categories to a very wide range of possible realisations.
In using the term 'commonplaces', we draw on a classical rhetorical tradition of listing frequently used arguments, to which the skilled orator might turn in many situations (Kinneavy, 1971 ). The word is now used popularly for a trite or hackneyed idea, but it had a technical meaning, as given by the Oxford English Dictionary:
"general ideas applicable to a great many subjects, which the Orator was directed to consult in order to find out materials for his Speech" (OED, example from 1783). There is a further ambiguity to the term that is useful for our purposes. Commonplaces are common both in the sense that they can be used in a wide range of arguments (for or against nuclear power) and that they can be assumed to be shared by a wide range of people (road protesters, supermarkets, and schoolchildren).
One example of a commonplace is the environmental slogan used by Friends of the Earth and other environmental organisations from the early 1970s, "Think globally, act locally". It draws on a kind of argument mentioned by Aristotle, the consideration of opposites (1954, page 142) . It is stated in general terms; the relation to the present case, whether it is a road protest or recycling bottles, is usually left implicit. What makes it a commonplace is its usefulness for many specific cases. It is oriented towards action, here, by the imperatives 'think' and 'act', but elsewhere by the use of deontic verbs such as 'must' or 'should', or words such as 'responsibility'. Typically commonplaces are present tense, embodying truths held to be permanent. A commonplace is brief; it can be stated in a sentence or a phrase, or even in a picture. As we will see, people often recognise them as commonplaces in the nontechnical sense, as cliches. The same commonplace can be stated in many ways (that is why we call it a middle-level discourse category); the wording is not always fixed, as in a proverb, but the most familiar statements of commonplaces often become proverbial. Like proverbs, commonplaces can lead from the same unarguable, even anodyne, statement to widely different implications.
Key policy texts in the evolution of sustainability have tended to repeat similar formulations, often prominently quoting the Brundtland Report (for instance, see DoE, 1996) as we ourselves did at the beginning of this paper. One summary of earlier definitions (LGMB, 1993) gives four central meanings of sustainability: 1. equity, 2. futurity, 3. quality of life, 4. environment.
The abstraction of these terms is itself a feature of policy discourse; key terms remain very general in document after document, to be made more specific in different ways for different organisations and audiences. The abstract terms correspond to some familiar arguments for environmental action, on the basis of the claims of others, of future generations, of one's own quality of life, and of nature itself. The task of the leaflets is to convert policy language into the sort of everyday language recognisable by the audience.
Because the various organisations are drawing on this shared set of concepts, and trying to put it in a generalised form of everyday language, their leaflets tend to sound much alike, Take this quotation:
"We all want clean air and water and a healthy place to live. We all want a healthy environment-not one scarred by the effects of industry. We want to protect the environment from abuse today and in the future. We want to preserve the earth's resources and use them carefully, not waste them." This sort of statement could come from any of the leaflets we studied, from a business, a government agency, or an environmental campaign group. (In fact it is from a leaflet put out by ICI. But as we will see, it could just as well be from Friends of the Earth or the Department of the Environment, DoE.) The leaflets even look the same, with the same pictures of children, trees, or the earth from space. This shared consensus becomes more complex, and perhaps less apparent, because it involves ambiguous appeals: the same basic appeal can often be taken in at least two different directions. (For instance, in the ICI quotation, the desire "to preserve the earth's resources and use them carefully" could be interpreted in terms of reduced consumption or more efficient exploitation.)
In the leaflets, commonplaces are nearly always in one of three places: as a heading, as a tag line, or as a caption to a picture. This suggests the commonplaces of sustainability are mainly important for orienting our reading of the details of the texts, and leading us towards the desired actions. The quotation from the ICI leaflet occurs at the top of the second page. It invokes all of the categories of sustainability commonplaces: equity ("we all"), futurity ("and in the future"), quality ("a healthy place to live"), and environment ("clean air and water"). Here they serve as a basis of shared belief on which the chemical company can present itself as a concerned and objective actor. In this paper we will consider two of these commonplaces, equity and futurity. A similar and complementary analysis can be done of quality of life and environment commonplaces (Macnaghten et al, 1995) . Analysis of these two commonplaces in the leaflets shows the shared assumptions, the diverse uses, and the inherent tensions of sustainability rhetoric.
Commonplaces of equity Wagle (1993) notes that one element included in all the various versions of sustainability was equity: the need for fairness in apportioning the costs of environmental change. Environmental damage is often considered a prime example of 'action at a distance' as discussed in the literature on globalisation (Giddens, 1991) ; actions may have inadvertent (or unacknowledged) consequences for other groups in our country or on the other side of the globe. People who use this form of commonplace point out that, for instance, the poor are more likely to be affected by toxic waste dumps, that poorer countries are less able to control environmental degradation, or to be able to afford changes such as the banning of CFCs, and that the need to protect the natural environment in the developing South must not obscure the need to reduce consumption in the developed North. The fairness argument (which can be used for or against the policy of sustainable development) is that all people have the same rights to a healthy prosperous life, but that existing social systems distribute risks and costs inequitably (Jacobs, 1991; Redclift, 1993; Sachs, 1993) .
However, there is another, related set of equity commonplaces that starts with the idea that all people are affected by global environmental changes, and therefore all have an interest in responding to these changes. Finger (1993) has argued that this emphasis on broad consensus emerged because of the political context of the World Council on Environment and Development (the Brundtland Commission) in the early 1980s. In a period when Cold War antagonisms were the major focus of international politics, the common threat of environmental problems seemed to offer a basis for cooperation between East and West, and later between North and South. Finger links this same-boat ideology to the promotion of sustainable development and the development of support for 'global environmental managers'. In fairness commonplaces, the social system must recognise differences in power to address the unequal distribution of consumption and risk; in same-boat commonplaces, individuals, organisations, and nations must act in common in response to the universal danger. But both can use the language and imagery of equity.
The strategies of some organisations, such as FoE, Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF), the Co-operative Bank, and the retail home improvement chain B&Q, are explicitly tied to the fairness commonplaces of equity. Since 1989, FoE have explicitly used sustainable development to underpin their campaigning strategy; a FoE official explained in interviews how this focus on broader social issues was part of what distinguished FoE clearly from other environmental campaign groups. Their new slogan, "For the planet for people" reflects this orientation, countering the traditional opposition between economic development and environmental protection. One recent FoE press advertisement asserted:
"Unemployment and environmental degradation are often related. They can be resolved together" Various organisations point out the unfairness of the risks or costs settled on threatened communities, British farmers, rain forest inhabitants, or women labourers. Here is just one example:
"We do not believe we can fulfil our responsibilities to our customers here at home if, at the same time, we are helping to fund the destruction of whole communities in other parts of the world" (Co-operative Bank). The same sort of appeal could be made in a visual shorthand; for instance, one FoE leaflet is dominated by a picture of an Indian man and woman. Brazilian Indians can now be interpreted as threatened representatives of the rainforest, without any textual statement of how we are to interpret this image.
By contrast, the same-boat form of appeal to equity stresses the common threat of environmental damage, rather than the uneven distribution of the risks.
"Global warming will affect us all. Business as an integral part of society has a major responsibility to take action" (Confederation of British Industries). The statement of common danger is usually followed by a statement of common responsibility to act. As the current UK government campaign, Going for Green puts it:
"We can make a difference-together." This form too has a visual equivalent, in the now familiar image of the earth seen from space (used especially in earlier FoE literature), in which we all share the tiny fragile planet.
Both the fairness and the same-boat forms of the equity commonplace carry with them an implicit view of action. Though explicitly invoking a global community, the leaflets address each reader individually as part of an inclusive 'we', assuming that Rhetorics of environmental sustmnubility :vu companies, organisations, or nations can provide a mechanism for unifying all these acts, As we will see in focus-group discussions, participants question the identities and the trust in institutions that are assumed in these messages.
Commonplaces of futurity The use of the term 'futurity' as a moral category may be a new coinage, but the topic of responsibility across generations is, of course, an ancient one. Like the topic of equity, it has two sides: posterity and inheritance. The side most frequently evoked in the leaflets asserts, or rather reminds us, that we must provide a liveable world for our children, and that we can choose to do so in our daily actions. But there is also the possible message that we arc the future of past generations and must preserve, and live within the constraints of, the world bequeathed to us. Open almost any leaflet and you see pictures of smiling or worried-looking children, often studying bits of leaves or frogs, whether in leaflets for Groundwork Trust, the Co-operative bank, the British Nuclear Forum (BNF), or ICI. In other leaflets, posterity is invoked repeatedly:
"Why should future generations have to suffer because of our flagrant disregard for the Earth and its resources?" (FoE). There is a subtle but important difference between these appeals. This example calls upon us to act for 'future generations*. The future' and 'a better future" could refer to any time; Tuturc generations* and 'our children' implicitly balance the claims of those living now against the claims of people who will be living when we are dead. These distinctions arc not discussed or made explicit in any of the leaflets; for practical purposes all these appeals are used in the same way.
The other side of this commonplace calls on the present to take on responsibilities from the past, often with reference to our inheritance or heritage.
"... the countryside is a tapestry of such individual experiences-a tapestry which took thousands of years to create and a loved landscape in which we all have a shared interest" (Council for the Protection of Rural England, CPRE). In inheritance commonplaces, the moral duty is imposed by the work and care of previous generations. Inheritance can offer an ideal: the rural scene and church on a CPRE leaflet, a Victorian family portrait in a BNF leaflet, a child in a man's arms in a Greenpeace leaflet. But inheritance can also be seen as constraining, as in the DoE leaflet that shows a clock ticking towards midnight, or a Greenpeace leaflet that presents the history of Planet Earth as parallel with the life of a 46-year old person:
"During those sixty seconds of biological time, humans have made a rubbish tip of Paradise" (Greenpeace). The Biblical reference is not accidental. Both the appeal to posterity and to inheritance carry powerful religious and traditional associations. Hajer (1995) also points out that such associations have implications in policy. What he calls the traditional pragmatic approach to the environment stressed past successes (for instance, in smoke abatement) as 'the proud record'; what he calls the ecological modernisation approach stressed future-oriented action, as in the precautionary principle. As with the equity commonplaces, these commonplaces carry different assumptions about agency; in one interpretation, we have the freedom to change the world for helpless future generations, whereas in the other we must work within the desperate (or fortunate) limitations of the world given to us by history. Thus the interpretations of futurity commonplaces, as of equity commonplaces, lead us to questions of action and participation.
Commonplaces and ambivalence in the focus groups
We have noted that commonplaces based on these dimensions of sustainability occurred frequently in messages from a wide range of organisations. If promoting sustainability were simply a matter of making people aware of the facts, we would need only test whether appeals to this concept (or uses of these slogans) did or did not encourage participation and action on the part of the public. But we have noted that the commonplaces draw on existing, and highly complex, beliefs about fairness, history, and responsibility, and that these existing beliefs are linked to ideas of possible action and participation. Thus we need to see how members of the public interpret these commonplaces, whether they draw out these alternative interpretations, existing beliefs, and implications for action.
We investigated these responses by holding focus-group discussions using selected commonplaces, taken out of their context in leaflets, as part of the material to be discussed. In our analysis, we focus on how the groups interpreted in complex and often contradictory ways the texts we gave to them. (a) How did they interpret the tensions we have seen in the analysis of the leafletsbetween development and environment, ourselves and others, present, past, and future? (b) How did they respond to assumptions about personal agency and responsibility that we have seen in the leaflets? How did they interpret the inclusive 'we', and the implied relations between people? (c) How did they assess the rhetorical situation constructed in the leaflets, the sense of the place and time in which they were called upon to act? How did they make links between the general commonplaces and the specific actions offered? Our account of focus-group findings moves from their responses to the commonplaces to these wider issues of the rhetorical situation.
Before we consider how participants in the focus groups responded to the content of the commonplaces, we should note that they also recognised them as having a particular form as decontextualised statements. The moderator said at the beginning of each group only that we would be showing them statements on the environment from various people and organisations. In many cases, they commented on their form as truisms or familiar statements-perhaps from a different register from that of everyday talk, but still true and shared. The texts we gave them were not treated just as statements, calling for agreement or disagreement, but were treated as members of a special category of utterance. F That second one down ["We do not inherit the world from our parents, we borrow it from our children"] I must have heard a thousand times. Mod Right. F People have got on any hobby horse in a pub or anything, that-they trot out. Mod So it's a cliche? F Yes. Mod But you still think it's true, it's a cliche, and you've heard it so many times, but it's still-F It still gets you, yes.
(Thornton) In many other cases, the response of participants to the statements had two parts-(1) the quotation was familiar, a cliche, a saying, and yet (2) it was at the same time true. Participants might challenge whether, say, appeals to futurity are relevant to a given case, but the appeal itself remains unquestioned. In this rhetorical sense, the commonplaces worked just as they were intended to do by the producers of the leaflets (who putthem in crucial positions at the beginning or end of texts); they provided a background of shared assumptions against which discussion could take place. But the producers of these leaflets might he surprised to find out how much interpretations of* the commonplaces differed from group to group and situation to situation. Because they were recognised as familiar ideas, each commonplace was interpreted in terms of the context in the discussion, the context in related arguments, and most of all, the attribution of the statement to one institution or another. So the question for producers of the leaflets and for oilier policymakers is not which commonplace is most effective, but what sort of view of the rhetorical situation seems more likely to lead to action.
Kquity and the hypothetical person
In the leaflets, we saw that equity commonplaces could either appeal to unequal distribution of consumption and risks (fairness arguments) or appeal to shared danger (same-boat arguments). In the focus groups, we found that the interpretations of these tensions depended on how they fit in with existing ideas of fairness, responsibility, and possible actions. In particular statements o( the underlying commonplaces, the rhetorical effect often depends on a complex parallel structure: problems arising together linked to their being solved together; the poor both victimised and powerless; the responsibilities at home contrasted with irresponsibility abroad. Perhaps partly because of the complex structures of such statements, they received a range of interpretations in our focus-group discussions, some of which would startle the authors of the statements.
The Co-operative Bank statement on equity can show how an apparently simple statement enters into a complex web of existing relationships.
"We do not believe we can fulfil our responsibilities here at home if we are helping to fund the destruction of whole communities in other parts of the world" The statement was interpreted in terms of how people apportion blame, the duty to act, and the scope for action. Participants, drawing on their own framework of meanings around responsibilities, saw the organisation either as denying responsibility for problems in the United Kingdom, or for refusing to help abroad. F I think that's an utter load of rubbish. To be honest, I think that's a very selfish attitude, for somebody to say that. Mod So that comes across as-that comes across to you as saying that-F In order to do--yes, we will stop cr, funding, you know, or sending money, you know, voluntary or whatever, over to the countries, and then perhaps we'll do something about it here. That's how I -I didn't like that at all. I'd like to know who said that. (Hove) How could the people in the group give the statement a sense so different from that intended by its authors? This interpretation assumes that our relation to people 'in other parts of the world' is solely one of charity; to question this relation is simply to be mean. Without an attribution, and thus without a cue to consider investment and ownership, participants could take the statement as giving the cold shoulder to Comic Relief.
Participants interpreted responsibility in terms of an existing framework of relationships, one that assumes that First World countries have a charity relation to Third World countries, and that individuals contribute to this charity as they are able. They also considered the relative scope for action; here it was inferred that the (unknown) organisation or person was capable of sending money, but was unwilling to do it, denying their responsibility. Once the statement was attributed to the Co-operative Bank, someone in each group mentioned their ethical policy. They then reinterpreted the statement, in terms of the responsibilities they expected to be taken on by a bank, rather than the responsibilities they expected from a person.
In their own arguments, participants repeatedly drew on ideas of equity. For instance, a group discussing limited resources such as fish stocks and forests invoked fairness commonplaces: M Because what one country sees as restraint another sees as unfairness. Some, you know, imposed restraint is right to one country, say it to another country and it's wrong. Stopping us from free trading. M It's very easy for us to sit here and lecture the Brazilians about chopping down their rain forest, when we chopped down all our forests in England over the last few centuries ... (Brighton) But when they were discussing a fairness commonplace-"The poor are worst affected by environmental problems and least able to solve them" (Local Government Management Board, LGMB) -they invoked a same-boat argument, that environmental problems must be seen as affecting all equally: M I don't think it would affect them any more, you know, I think it would affect them in the same way. Just another problem to them. M All breathe the same air.
(Brighton) The tension that we saw in the leaflets between these two interpretations of equity are not a problem for the participants in the focus groups; they can draw on either set of commonplaces as fitting the particular case.
When the participants invoked equity commonplaces, they usually made arguments in terms of a particular, singular, hypothetical person: M You are a wood chopper in the rain forest, it's the only job you've got, you are going to carry on chopping trees as long as you can, aren't you? You [people boycotting mahogany] are making the problem worse, not better. (Silverdale) With this device the participants, unlike the leaflets, specified the kinds of relationships they saw as determining responsibility. They did not make claims based on their own experience or that of a group or a class. Instead they defined responsibility in terms of relations between people, and focused on how our scope for action might differ from that of this hypothetical person.
From this point of view, the equity commonplace is more complicated than it seemed in the leaflets, because the actions one might perform in the name of the environment, such as boycotting mahogany, could have unintended consequences far away or nearer home (the 'action at a distance' that we have mentioned as a central feature of globalisation). Maybe that is one reason the rather abstract and elaborately structured appeals to equity that we put on the cards were so often misinterpreted as arrogant or self-interested dismissals of human needs. We have seen, then, that responses to the equity commonplaces depended on the ways participants interpreted different kinds of responsibility and scope for action, and that these interpretations depended on how they constructed the relationships between the organisation that made the statement, themselves, and other people affected.
Futurity and the day to day Interpretations of futurity commonplaces, like those of equity commonplaces, started with existing conceptions and led to differing conceptions of responsibility and of people's scope for action, based on how participants constructed the relations between the organisations, themselves, and other people. As with equity commonplaces, interpretation is needed, because the commonplaces themselves contain a tension between looking forward to consequences of our actions or looking back to constraints on what wc can do. lb explore this tension, they were asked to respond to a quotation from Chief Sealth that is quoted by LGMB (1993):
"We do not inherit the world from our ancestors, we borrow it from our children." Quoting one discussion at some length shows how participants explore both the inheritance and the posterity interpretations of the commonplace; (Hove) There is also a vagueness about who constitutes the future: Tuture generations' or 'our children' (implying concern for one's direct descendants) or more occasionally any future (unrelated) inhabitants of the earth. Though writers in the 'Green Backlash' (Cairncross, 1995) have questioned this absolute privileging of the future over the present, no one in any of our focus-group discussions questioned the claim that future generations have on us, even if one does not oneself have children. But they did question the freedom, assumed in some leaflets, for the individual to act now.
One discussion with a group of mothers shows how questions of responsibility raised in the posterity commonplace conflict with immediate, daily responsibilities. The section begins with one woman's first response to the statement (from a FoE leaflet) that asked "why should future generations have to suffer because of our flagrant disregard for the Earth and its resources": The speaker acknowledged her personal responsibility, and attributed a similar sense of responsibility to the others (hesitating about how to assert it). But she explained her inaction, when her statement was acknowledged by the moderator, in two different ways. First she asserted in general that "Everybody ... looks after number one". But then, as others joined in, she argued from her own experience that the demands of 'our children', as the hypothetical future, tended to be buried under the immediate demands of actual children. We will come back to this emphasis on the overwhelming importance of the day to day in participants' own rhetoric. With futurity, as with equity commonplaces, the participants were concerned with constructing the relevant relationships, defining who 'we', 'you', and 'everybody' are here. Individuals must accept responsibility for the future, but conditions, institutions, and their own day-to-day responsibilities constrain their actions. Thus the equity and futurity commonplaces, though widely accepted, could be used in different arguments, for or against radical action, and in either case drawing on what they assume is a shared idea of common sense.
Participation and persuasion
Sustainability as defined by documents such as Agenda 21 (UNCED, 1992) is not just about a goal, but about a way of reaching that goal-not just about action to protect the environment, but also about broad participation in this action and in making choices involved in it. Thus in studying persuasion, we have to consider, not only whether the leaflets get their information across, but what sorts of participation they offer readers. What sorts of relationships do the leaflets imply between the organisation, the reader, other people, and a desired action? We analysed the leaflets in terms of these relations, and found to our surprise that the rhetorical situation was treated in basically the same way, with some variations, by campaigning groups such as Greenpeace, UK government agencies such as the Energy Efficiency Office, and industrial concerns such as ICI. They all assume that 1. people need to be convinced there is a global crisis, 2. people need to be brought to trust the organisation, 3. so that people see the organisation as a vehicle for individuals, and 4. individuals have a responsibility to do something about the crisis.
How did people in the focus-group discussions interpret the models of persuasion and participation they are offered? They tended to focus on what they could practically do in their everyday lives. Instead of accepting the organisations' claims to be worthy of trust, they looked to what organisations did. And they defined their responsibilities relationally, in terms of what other people and organisations could, should, and would do (for similar findings based on extended interviews, see Hinchliffe, 1996) . Leaflets: centralisation, crisis, and trust What model of persuasion is implied in the leaflets? One key element of their rhetorical situation is a sense of crisis. Nearly all the texts make some appeal to urgency:
"No time to waste. Act now to save your environment" (Body Shop). The DoE makes the appeal to the moment visually, with the earth as an alarm clock (set to the 11th hour). In this image, the government is picking up a form of appeal earlier made by Greenpeace, likening the Earth to a 46-year-old so that the recent historical changes are seen as the last minute of time. In each of these variations, the present is seen as a crucial moment of choice in history, giving meaning to the destruction leading up to it and the hope leading from it.
This sense of crisis might seem to be the device of radical green groups, but it has been used recently by all sorts of organisations, including the government and business. It is as if environmental issues had to be presented in apocalyptic terms* and in terms of the present moment, just to compete for attention with such a range of media messages, political issues, charity appeals, and competing organisations. As with the commonplaces, the ambiguity of this appeal to crisis makes it adaptable across a range of interests. But the emphasis on crisis may have implications for the rhetoric of the leaflets; they work with two time schemes, one stressing a moment of crisis on a global scale that gives the motivation to act, but another a daily routine on a local scale in which action must take place. As we will see in focus groups, the link between these time scales sometimes comes unstuck, making the action suggested-walking instead of using the car, only half-filling the bathtub, and taking wine bottles to the bottle bank-seem almost comically disproportionate to the apocalyptic events to be averted.
Once the leaflet has established a sense of crisis, the organisation can step in to rescue the environment. But why, one might ask, should people act on the advice of this organisation? Each leaflet presents a view of that organisation as worthy of trust and capable of effective action, in an arena in which, it is implied, other organisations may not be trustworthy or effective.
"Who do you trust? to save the world's forests" (WWF). As with the sense of crisis, there arc visual images that convey the same appeal; the leaflets reproduce in their pictures a facc-to-facc relationship in which one individual (whether scientist or activist or parent) appeals to another. The first step in this appeal for trust seems to be to acknowledge the current scepticism of the public. The environmental groups stress the reasoned, practical, businesslike nature of their arguments, against the implied charge that they arc dependent on emotion. Leaflets from businesses, who might be expected to rely on purely rational and practical arguments, stress the emotional and ethical commitment underlying their actions.
When readers are drawn in by a sense of crisis, and confronted with the need to trust the organisation, the leaflet then suggests some action. Often the leaflet has to reassure the reader, just before an action is proposed, that speaking up and acting are not hopeless. Some leaflets [for instance, the Lancashire Environmental Forum's (LEF) c Go green for good'] use language emphasising a sense of partnership between organisations and individuals. But most of these leaflets define their audience as worried, isolated, powerless individuals, and offer them the chance to delegate their action to a larger organisation that is nonlocal, nongeographical. To remain within one's own local world is to be silenced, helpless, on the margins.
"You may think one person acting alone can't do much, but if we all do something there will be a big impact" (DoE). "Thousands of individuals. One powerful voice" (Greenpeace). Joining in collective action, with the organisation, you leave your place and become part of a network that can speak for you. Again, as with commonplaces, there are ways of invoking the same emergence of 'voice' with images rather than phrases: the LEF leaflet uses cartoon figures with speech bubbles; ICI has outline people, again with speech bubbles. In each case, what is urged is not just action, but delegation-either the concerns of the whole community are delegated to the individual consumer and citizen [as in the leaflets from ICI, BNF, British Nuclear Fuels Ltd (BNFL), and B&Q], or the concerns of the individual are delegated to the organisation (as with Greenpeace, FoE, The Body Shop, or the Co-operative Bank).
We have already seen that the commonplaces in the leaflets contain tensions that provide a basis for ambiguous interpretations. The implied rhetoric of the leaflets also leads to questions about how people respond to this model of persuasion. Does the emphasis on crisis imply a rejection of the routine and everyday? Does the appeal for trust imply that people are paralysed by scepticism? Does the call for collective action emphasise individual responsibility while obscuring corporate responsibilities? All these tensions emerged in the focus groups.
Focus groups: localisation, dailiness, and responsibility About midway through each focus group, we asked the participants to comment on how their list of environmental concerns, generated in the first half hour or so, compared with the statements we had been discussing. Nearly always they commented on the generality of the prompt statements (about equity, futurity, limits), compared with the specificity of their own concerns (dog mess in local parks, traffic, sewer outlets). This is, of course, just the gap that the organisations are trying to bridge in designing leaflets that will use general commonplaces to address a wide range of particular concerns, and it is a gap that we emphasised by using decontextualised commonplaces. Participants saw the two lists as broadly similar and linked, but they also found the vagueness of the policy and institutional commonplaces somehow evasive. M I think a lot of those issues are local issues. Started off talking about local-like I said, trees, my street, and I still see-I go on about it all the time, and I still see people throw bags out of windows, and cigarette packets or whatever. Total disregard. And, er,-M You never get rid of that. If they're like that anywhere-M Dirty nappies in packets-on the Downs. M Where do you start from-your environment. Do you say, right, this is my environment, where I live, start from there, and then spread out.
(Brighton) The statements from the organisations were perceived as more general summaries of the familiar and specific problems they themselves had introduced. But the two lists were not perceived as just another way of saying the same thing. Their own concern with specific local problems is seen as more practical, more authentic, and more likely to lead to action: 'Right, this is my environment, where I live, start from there'. They are not just privileging the local over the global; they are defining the local in terms of their daily experience as part of their world (see Burningham and O'Brien, 1994) . So, for instance, it is a parent's or teacher's concern with a child's asthma, and the anxieties and disruptions to which it leads, that makes real the global concern with transportation alternatives. In Ingold's (1993) terms, they see their environment as a set of spheres around them, to be lived in, rather than as a globe that they can view as if from outside, to be managed. This focus on the local may be one reason why so many exhortations from environmental organisations misfire: they alarm, but they fail to connect with daily and immediate experience.
The rhetoric of the moment, the crisis [what classical rhetoricians called kairos (see Smith, 1969; 1986) ], was not used by the focus group participants when talking among themselves, though they did recognise it when it was presented by organisations in global terms. The time that mattered to them was daily and cyclical: getting to work, stopping at the toddler group, going grocery shopping, turning on the heat in winter. This is what rhetoricians called chronos, and Macnaghten and Urry (1997) call 'dwelling time'. Participants were highly suspicious of appeals to crisis, which sounded to them like a soapbox speech, a hobby horse. It was not that they lacked a broader view of history, of the future; indeed, as we have seen, they were highly critical of organisations that lack such a view. The 'time' of the participants could be that of a busy day (with no time for walking to work) or a lifetime (looking back to the world of one's youth), or of generations (young people have a different outlook), or of general long-term decline. They invoked both instantaneous and glacial senses of time (Adam, 1990; Macnaghten and Urry, 1997) . But long term* for them did not mean a grand and purposive historical overview; it meant a projection of consequences and responsibilities into the future. The participants' contrasting emphasis on the daily could be partly the result of the focus-group setting itself. People trying to persuade strangers turn to the authenticity of shared everyday experience* whether of their jobs, or of routines of a mother, or of familiarity with the locality.
Whereas the leaflets stress trust, participants in the focus-group discussions developed a rhetoric in which the statements of organisations tended to be interpreted in terms of the organisation's short-term interests. We expected that people might respond to the statements we showed them in terms of their views of the organisations making them (the Department of the Environment, Friends of the Earth, The Body Shop, or whatever). We also expected these responses might reflect the widely reported disenchantment of publics with formal politics (Johnston, 1993) and other institutions (Worcester, 1994) . When wc presented the first few cards of commonplaces unattributccl, and asked the participants who might say such things, one result was that we encountered a sense of ethos, of the trustworthiness of various organisations, In nearly every case, participants looked for some sort of direct interest underlying the statement, so that, for instance, BNFL would make statements criticising all forms of energy generation except nuclear, and the government would encourage activities in which it had a financial interest, and Sainsbury's would recommend actions that might lead to sales at its Homebasc stores. After several cards in which organisations made surprising environmental claims, participants made more complex arguments about how marketing or public relations considerations might make organisations sound more and more alike, whether they harmed or protected the environment. Occasionally this was taken as a sign of hope-the most powerful businesses signing up to the environmental agenda-but usually it was taken as a sign of hypocrisy. Here is one group discussing the attribution of a list or suggestions on energy conservation and recycling: Mod Gas board, electricity board-how about Sainsbury's? F Oh, I see. M Well, they've got-F Homebase, yeah. Mod Right, so they're not completely disinterested, yeah? F No, they're-correct statements, aren't they? F And they put their recycling bins in the yard, don't they? Mod So it fits with the company, a bit? M Anything they do, any company, any statement of the government or any company comes out with has-it has got to benefit the company before they'll do it. F But it's better to do it-it's better to do it, isn't it? M It's a good idea, it's just that it's self satisfying, as well.
(South Downs) The focus-group discussions show that scepticism or trust was accorded on the basis of more general consideration of the organisation's actions and perceived interests, not on the basis of what the organisation said in the leaflet.
One striking turn that happened in many of the groups was that, after the criticisms of an institution for pursuing its immediate interests, they sometimes rejected a cynicism that would serve as a cover for individual inaction. In the following example a group was discussing whether the lowering of the tax on unleaded petrol (and subsequent increase in its use) were an example of government manipulation of public opinion, or public influence of government positions. The previous speaker had said: "It's the government winning votes. That's what it's all about".
Mod
Is that all it's about? Is it just that the government-environmentMl Yes. M3 I think that's a bit cynical. To say it's the government winning votes-M2 I'm sure that's got something to do with it.
[All together] Mod OK.-M3 But the government pick up the mood of the people at the time. If the mood is that people are aware of their environmental issues, they're not too sure how to articulate them, they've just got this gut feeling that winters are getting warmer, and that there's more asthma around, or things are not quite right, government is simply picking up-M4 I think major issues like lead in the environment, CFCs, the government have affected things. Er, because they are probably the only people that can, you know, introduce legislation that will affect things. Er, so major things like that they will do something about.
(Brighton) In this case, the conversation seemed to be moving in the predictable direction we saw in the last section, towards explaining the action of the government in terms of its self-serving interests ('winning votes'). But M3 called a halt to this development, and characterised it as too cynical. It is wrong, these people said, to attribute all these statements to institutional self-interest, because these institutions respond to a constituency that includes us: "the government pick up the mood of... the time". Participants' tolerance for ambivalence meant that they could recognise the message (use unleaded fuel) even when they distrusted the source (the government and its self-interested strategies). Scepticism that rejected the message out of hand began to sound evasive to them. The point is that responsibility for them is a matter of relations. It is wrong for the leaflets to call on us to act if the organisations take on no responsibility themselves [see Eden (1993) and Hinchliffe (1996) for discussions of organisational and individual responsibility]. But it is also wrong in their view for an individual to avoid actions as a consumers and a citizen (here, trying to limit the dangers of traffic emissions) by hiding behind cynicism about institutions.
When these people in the focus groups talked about techniques of persuasion, they outlined an implied rhetoric that differs from the rhetoric implied in the leaflets. It is a rhetoric in which messages are judged in terms of personal responsibility and constraints on action. So the starting point is not on the scale of the global crisis, but on the scale of someone's daily routine. This routine need not be their own; they could refer to actions (such as those of impoverished woodcutters) and sufferings (such as those of dancing bears) far removed from their own local world. But they rejected abstractions and refer to actions in the specifics of particular lives and historical situations. These people distrust organisations, seeing each as acting in its own narrowly defined self-interest. But they are not paralysed by this distrust because they still see a role for their own actions, if other people and organisations also take on responsibilities. The model of persuasion we get from focus groups does not mean that organisations cannot persuade, but means they must start with a much more complex, relational view of people's sense of responsibility than is implied in the model of persuasion found in the leaflets.
Conclusions
The findings in this paper can put in a new perspective some familiar arguments about communication and cultural change. They help us consider possible reasons why the vast amount of communication on issues of sustainability may have had little effect on most people's ways of life, Campaigns seem to be designed as if the problem were just one of tracing possible flaws in getting the message across, We argue that this approach to the problems of communicating sustainahility has failed to take into account the ways people interpret texts in terms of existing commonplaces, and the ways they define the rhetorical situation in terms of their daily lives, immediate worlds, and cyclical time. We have two main conclusions that are relevant to policymakers: that the commonplaces of sustainability are both powerful and ambiguous, and that their interpretation depends on how people link them to their everyday lives and their relations to organisations and to others, Government, business, and NGO campaigns have focused on the unity and simplicity of ideas such as 'equity', "futurity*, and 'environment' as linchpins of consensus on sustainability. Our analysis of the leaflets shows that these commonplaces are ambiguous: leaflets could use the same concept to different ends, and participants could interpret the same statement in different ways. Analysts of environmental policy have noted and criticised these ambiguities, and what they call 'contradictions'. Redclift has argued that the term 'sustainable development':
"is similar to many terms in the development lexicon, whose very appeal, it can be said, lies in their vagueness, 'Sustainable development' means different things to ccologists, environmental planners, economists, and environmental activists, although the term is often used as if consensus exists concerning its desirability" (1993, page 170). Jacobs makes a similar observation, but sees the apparent ambiguity as serving a valid political function:
"A political alliance stretching from transnational corporations to radical environmentalists requires a common language through which to express its common interests and goals, not least because these will seem (and will be) in so many other ways to be divergent" (1997). For Jacobs, the way the slogan can unite diverse interests is a strength, not a cover-up. Whether the ambiguities of the common language are seen as a dangerous blurring or a useful ambiguity, the language constrains the development of policy (Finger, 1993; Worster, 1993) , and perhaps more importantly, shapes the way people respond to and talk about these policies and their own place in them.
We recruited groups of strangers, showed them specific texts, taken out of context, and directed the discussions. But even under these relatively artificial conditions, we saw important aspects of talk that are glossed over in surveys and even in interviews; there is every reason to think that they have implications of the way people talk about the environment in pubs and markets and buses. If that is the case, our study suggests that the rhetoric of environmental organisations and the rhetoric of everyday talk about the environment are seriously out of joint. The leaflets present a crisis, and when this rhetoric does not get the desired response they escalate the sense of crisis. But we found that participants in responding to these appeals, and in making their own arguments, established their authenticity through a sense of time as daily, cyclical, and routine. This response was given even as they recognised the seriousness of the threats they faced and the possible consequences. We have argued that public distrust of institutions affects responses to sustainability messages. Whatever the messages given-save energy, recycle glass, preserve the countryside, boycott mahogany-the participants focused on who said it and what their institutional interests were in such a statement. When called upon to participate, they asked first with whom they were participating.
This study is part of a wider move towards including everyday talk, relationships, and motivations within the rhetoric of sustainability, thus redefining the models of communication and of participation used by policymakers. The rhetoric of sustainability is central to the future participation of publics in sustainability initiatives; it is not just a vehicle or a dressing for it, or a distraction from the real business. The informal convergence of organisations around a shared rhetoric is as striking as their formal commitments to a shared policy agenda. But this rhetoric has tended to remain disembodied, tied to a global overview. Participation requires effective institutions and mechanisms, but it also requires an effective and common language. That language will ultimately be found in the way people talk, not in policy documents.
